
Jefferson County Republican Club School Board Questionnaire 
 

First Name:  Don       Last Name:  Bickowski 

Email:  don.bickowski@gmail.com 

Address1:  3275 Fox Run Est 

Address2:  

City: Eureka        State: MO          ZIP Code: 63025  

( Expand the sections below as needed to provide your answers ) 

What School District are you running for Board Member?  
 
Northwest R1 
 
How long have you lived in the school district?  
 
34 Years 
 
Do you have or have had children attend a school in the District? 
 
Not Currently but both of my Step Kids attended NWR1 
 
What is your opinion on the mask mandate and why? 
 
In general, Masks are not effective and in younger children are a detriment to their long term development 

 
If you oppose the mask mandate, what is your plan? 
 
As in any elected position you are only one vote.  As I always done, I would bring the REAL facts to light and 

hope that those involved would act appropriately 
 
What is your opinion on the mandatory mask requirement and why? 
 
Scientific evidence indicates that Mask have little or no effect on the containment of Covid 19.  

 
If you oppose mandatory mask requirement, what is your plan? 
 
See answer to previous question. 

 
What is your opinion on mandatory school shutdown and quarantine of children and why? 
 
There should not be mandatory school shutdowns. 
  

If you oppose mandatory school shutdown and quarantine of children, what is your plan? 
 
This issue could be simply solved by each school having a thermal scanner to check anyone’s temperature and if 

too high (Possible Contagious Infection) provide a policy to not allow them access to the campus. 
 

What is your view on CRT and why? 



 
I am total opposed to CRT as it has no place in our society as it is tool designed to divide and not unite. 
 
 If you oppose CRT, what is your plan to keep it out of the schools? 
 
 That can be w tough issue to deal with as most of the day to day operation of a school district is controlled by 
the school administration and not the school board.  Oversight by the school boards needs to be expanded. 
 
What is your opinion on students who have fallen behind and how would you address this problem? 
 
Dealing with students that have fallen behind is a difficult situation that can be hard to detect and remedy.  It should be 
address by providing additional programs to help students catch back up or in the worst case hold them back until they 
are at grade level. 
 
What is your opinion on how the District is spending the money it receives and why? 
 
I have not delved into the total financial aspects of the district but if elected it will be a primary focus to understand how 
the district is using their financing and to make sure that it is spending money in the best way to prepare the next 
generation for the rest of their life and having the ability to solve issues independently. 
 
What do you think makes you qualified for this position? 
 
I have served as an elected official and understand the dynamics of the area.  My back ground provides a unique insight 
into the current paradigm shift going on in the Technology Area that need to be addressed to position our young people 
for success in this new age of technology.   
 
What if any vision or direction do you see that needs to be made in the School District? 
 
NWR1 need to be moving in a direction that can put it on a par with the surrounding districts so that the Hway 30 
corridor can move forward.  The primary driver in any area is the strength and reputation of the School District. 
 
Are there any closing remarks you would like to make? 
 

Thank you! 

Email to: JeffcoGOPclub@gmail.com 


